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We are not perfect, but we strive to be the best. Your 
feedback and improvement ideas will guide us toward 
out goals. Follow the setup instructions to get started, 
and if you need any help along the way, email us at 
support@intrepidcampgear.com, or call us at 
(710)760-006.
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DIMENSIONS AND SPECS
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Weight

Interior Dimension

Exterior Dimension

Floor

Tent Fabric

Mattress

Seasons

Sleeping Capacity

Height (Closed/Open)

• Tent: 63kg (frame & skin, exclude all detachable) 
• Condensation mat + Mattress: 8.7kg
• Ladder: 7.5kg

86" x 53" x 51" (220cmL x 135cmW x 130cmH)

88.5" x 57.5" x 59" (225cmL x 146cmW x 150cmH)

Aluminum honeycomb

• High tenacity rip-stop nylon fabric
• Waterproof, 300D Polyester Double Ripstop w/water
        repellent (DWR grade 5) coating
• Flame retardant treatment
• Ultra-violet resistant, 3000mm water resistance

2" thick mattress (with condensation reduction mat)

4 seasons

2 Adults, 1 Kid

7'' / 59'' (18cm/150cm)  

Note: Should use heavy-du-
ty crossbars when adding 
extra attachments on top.
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7. Additional M6 spare T-nut x 1 set

2. Vehicle connection brackets
 Stainless steel mounting plates

HARDWARE COMPONENTS
Your Geo 2.5 comes with attached latches, a ladder box, and a mounting kit with:

85.8“ (218cm)

1.9“ (5cm)

52.7“ (134cm)

x 6 sets

8. Anti-condensation mat
 (Under your mattress)

x 1 

5. 8 steps ladder 92” (2.3m) x 1 

9. Mattress x 1 

6. Hex wrench for bolt
M13 slim combinationspanner

x 1 set

3. Ladder bracket
 (1 set equipped on side door)
 Other Parts included

x 1 set

1. Tent x 1

4. Handle + bolts + spring washer x 1 set



CROSSBAR OR PLATFORM 

ADJUSTING THE CROSSBARS
Manufacturer recommendation: crossbar distance D=46” (117cm) to 80” 
(205cm) for more stability during driving.
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PLATFORM RACKS:
Platform racks can also be 
used, but may require alternate 
installation rails. Popular plat-
form racks like Prinsu or Pio-
neer racks may require 
brand-specific mounting hard-
ware, or alternate methods of 
installation.

CROSS BARS:
We recommend you purchase 
heavy-duty crossbars from an 
aftermarket roof rack with a 
dynamic weight rating of at 
least 176 lbs (80 kg). Be sure to 
check your system’s weight 
capacity and factor in any other 
equipment or accessories you 
plan on mounting to ensure it 
meets the crossbar's weight 

Any additional accessories on cross-
bar should have a bearing vertical 
load
specification.

Resources like etrailer.com, Rack 
Starz, and Rack Attack have experts 
on site that will be available to help 

Distance = D
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TENT COMPONENTS

1. Frame
2. Locking latch
3. Plastic corner
4. Main/Sub gas spring 
5. Main hinge
6. Top gasket
7. Ladder bracket
8. Top ventilation 
9. Stargaze window
10. Closing string

Mesh layer

11. Front door: Triple-panel windows 

TPU layer

Fabric layer
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Parallel with the crossbar. Slightly front down (down force)

Parallel with the vehicle's body.
Check balance from front & back side.

Back side down (drag force)

TENT INSTALLATION  

Wind

50
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HARDWARE PREPARATION

Prepare 4 bottom locking sets like this and then assemble the 4 sets.
(x2 extra or optional sets)

IMPORTANT: Be sure to check the hardware after 10-20 miles of driving 
and after every trip Off Road to be sure it’s still secure. When you disas-
semble the nuts from the bolts, the bolts might be broken because we 

1. Insert x 4 M8 connection bolts 
into the C tube at the bottom of 

2. Adjust 2 M8 bolts on 2 sides of 
cross bar as the picture.

3. Insert the lock plate to the M8 4. Apply 2 M8 nuts and tighten a 
nut  onto the M8 bolt.

50 - 100



INSTALLING COMPONENTS
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1. Define the position in which you 
want to install the handle. We recom-
mend installing the handle on the 
front side of the tent or on the side of 

2. Insert x2 M6 T-Nuts 
into the groove of the 
top frame where you 
want to install the 

3. Install the handle, x2 
spring washers and x2 M6 
bolts, and tighten the bolt.

Press the button 
to close the ladder. Note: Please see the caution labels on the ladder.

Locked for hook fixation
(all-time lock)

Just pull to open the ladder

700

We recommend installing your ladder hooks and 
handles on your vehicle after it is mounted to ensure 
they are placed exactly where you want them.

INSTALL THE HANDLE

INSTALL THE LADDER 
Hook the ladder to the ladder bracket and adjust
the angle, so it is stable, and the lock is securely 
engaged (be sure to adjust height and angle, 
then lock properly).
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STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 1

HOW TO OPEN THE GEO 2.5

Just push up gently, and the gas 
spring slowly lifts the tent to its 
final position.

A strong and quick lift up will 
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The tent is equipped with a ring so you 
can hang a light up, avoiding entangle-
ment when you are inside.

The tent has two small holes on each of
its two sides, through which a charging 
cord can be entered. When you are not 
using it, you can block it with the 
included foam.
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2. Front door: 
For the three large windows, 
you can wrap it up, and there
will be a string to tie it up 

1. In addition, the two sides of the 
door have two mesh pockets 
where you can tuck the tent door 
and zip it down after tucking.

Stargaze window cover:
Like the large windows, wrap and 
tie these up using the string

1

2
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HOW TO CLOSE THE GEO 2.5

STEP 2

Remove the door frame support bar, 
and drop it back after you close both 
side windows.

Next, get the skin off the door 
frame, as shown in the picture, 
and lay it on the mattress gently.

Be sure to put the door frame 
support on the mattress; other-
wise, it will stamp the mattress.

STEP 1

2

1

Push back

1. Holder     2. Support bar

Before you fold the RTT, you should leave the door 
open 1/2 (Red), which will help push the inner air out.

50% closedRED 100% closedLIME

You should leave the bottom 
zipper puller (red) open 1/2, 
which will help push the inner 

Should close before folding
. 1 per side door
. 2 for front door
. 2 for top ventilation
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When everything is done, you just need to lock the locking latch.

Grab the string to fold the tent; the string also works to tuck the tent flap 
back, so it fits inside the shell. In addition, at this step, it is recommended 

that you not do it too quickly, so that the inner air has enough time to 



https://intrepidcampgear.com/

 


